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"T 0 all whom it may concern: ‘ 
Be it known that I, ALBERT P. HART, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Santa Ana, in the county of Orange and 
State of California, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Paper-Feeding 
Mechanism for Printing Presses, of which 
the following is a speci?cation. 
My invention relates to paper feeding 

mechanism for printing presses, particu 
larly of the Miller type, wherein vertically 
movable‘ lifting heads are provided'for ele 
vating sheets of paper to a‘ point from 
which they are conveyed to the press. 
In feeding mechanism of this'type, the’ 

feeding of sheets of paper singly is not at all 
times insured, because of the tendency of 
the sheets to adhere to one another, which 
results in the lifting andconveying to the 
press of two or moresheets at a time. 
His the purpose of my invention to over 

and. the resulting disad 
vantages by providing an attachment for 
paper feeding mechanisms which is oper 
ated by the mechanism to effect the loosen 
ing of each‘ sheet from an adjacent sheet 
prior to the lifting operation of the lifting 
heads, so ‘that the elevation-of only a single 

at a time will at all times be 
insured. - . . 

Although I will describe only one form 
of attachment embodying my invention and 
point out the novel features thereof in 
claims, it is to be understood that various 
changes and modi?cations may be made 
herein without departing from the spirit 
and scope of such claims. ' 
In the accompanying drawings. 
Figure 1 is a view showing in fruit‘ eleva 

tion certain portions of a paper feeding 
mechanism of the Miller type having ap 
plied thereto one form of attachment‘ em 

‘ bodying my invention; 
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Figures 2 and 3 are sectional views taken 
on the line 2—-2 of Figure 1, showing the 
loosening foot of the attachment in active 
and inactive positions. respectively; 
Figure 4 is a detail perspective view of 

the loosening foot and supporting arm em~j 
bodiediin the attachment shown in, the pre~ 
ceding views. . 

Referring speci?cally to the drawings, in 
which similar parts are designated by simi~ 
lar reference characters, the paperI feeding 
mechanism here shown comprises a table T, 

» upon which the sheets of paper adapted to 
be fed to the press are supported, and sus 
tained on, the table is a frame designated F 
which includes a bar B spanning and con 
necting the, sides of the frame. Lifting 
heads H are formed on the lower ends of 
rods R. and‘ these rods are mounted for ver 
tical sliding movement within sleeves S, 
with which latter mechanism is associated 
for'effecting a reciprocating movement of 
the rods to lower and- elevate the several 
heads into and out of contact with the 
sheets of paper supported upon the table T. 
The heads H are of the suction type, and 

?exible pipes P are connected with the 
heads through which a vacuum is created 
within the heads for causing the sheets of 
paper to adhere to the latter, as will be 
clearly understood. A hollow bar C rigidly 
connects all of the heads H, so that their 
vertical movement is simultaneous with re 
spect to one another. 
The attachment forming the subject- mat 

ter or my invention comprises in‘ the pres 
ent instance a yoke 15 so formed as to em 
brace the bar C and to be securely held 
thereon by means of a. clamping screw 16 
which is threadedly ?tted in one portion of 
the yoke so as to be adjustable to engage 
or disengage the bar in clamping or releas 
ing the yoke, as will be understood. An 
arm 17 is formed integral with the yoke 15, 
and this arm is of L—shaped form. with its 
‘vertical portion extending above the bar C 
and formingv a mounting for a bell crank 
lever 18. As plainly shown in Figure 2, 
the lever 18 is fulcrumed at the point indi 
rated at 19, with one arm thereof extended 
into a socket member 20 and retained there 
in .by means of a screw 21. The screw 21 is 
also designed for the purpose of determin 
ing the lowermost position of the lever 18 
by engaging with the intermediate head H, 
and to lock the screw in any desired posi 
tion. a. lock nut 22 is mounted on the shank 
of the screw for engagement with the socket 
20. The socket 20 is formed with suitable 
openings to removably receive the arms of 
a spring w1re support 23, these arms nor 
mally ‘tending to expand so that when con 
tracted and inserted within the socket they 
serve to securely-retain the support against 
displacement from the socket. The lower 
end of the support 23 carries a loosening 
foot 24, which is preferably formed of rub 
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- - movement a suction is created within .the 

2 . 

" vber or any-‘other suitable material which. 
'._w'ill secure gthe necessary gripping action 

.10 

with respect to the sheets of paper." - 
‘ The lever 18 is'ad'apted to ‘be rocked dur- , 

Ting the movement of the heads H by a coiled 
contractile spring 25 connected at its lower' 
end to ‘the lever and at its upper end to a 
screw i26threadedly ?tted in a bracket 27,v 
The brackett2v7 is. constructed to embrace 
the bar B and to be securely held thereon 
by means of the screw 26. . An extension 28 
is formed in the upper end ‘of the leverlls, 
and this extension is'designed to cooperate 

-' " With'a stop. member 29 for defining the po~ 
15 

I etheir‘ uppermost'positions; - 
'sition‘oif the lever 'when't-he heads H are in 

-In the operation ofthe paper feeder, the 
7 ‘several 'headsH are-moved from the‘ lower 

7 to belifted from the table for 
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_'positionsshown in- Figure 2 to the upper 
‘positions shown in‘ Figure 3, and during this 

heads which serves to cause a ‘sheet of paper 
subsequent 

conveyancevto the press. The suction with~ 
int-he heads H is only momentary or suf 
?ciently long to elevate the paper‘ to the de 
sired point,‘ andv until. the conveying mecha- 
nism operates to remove the paper from the. 
heads for delivery to‘ the press,- .I . 
With. the ‘heads H in'their uppermost po 

sition as shown in Figure 3, the extension 
28*is'in' engagement with .the stop member 

‘ _ 29; so that the lower arm of the'lever '18 is 

'35 
depressed substantiallyin a horizontal plane. 
As‘ the head moves vdo'Wnjvvardl'y, carrying 
with it the lever» 18, the spring 25 is expand; 
ed,'thereby causing the ‘lever to“ swing .in a 

‘ clockwise direction, aswhen ‘viewed’ from 

40f. 
'‘ -' the uppermost sheet-of 

Figure 2,, causing the lowering of the loosen-y 
ing foot 241 until it actually contactsfw‘ith 

the pile of paper con 
"-tained- ‘ on 1 the ' table “1T; ' "As ‘ previously de 
_scribed,_the lowermost'position of the lever 

. _ :is'de?ned by. the adjustment of the screw 21, 
'45 and-‘it will be understood that the screw .is 

so adjusted] that in’ the lowermost position 
‘ of the lever the’ foot. 24 will have a substan 

. v- tially?rm engagement with the uppermost] 
‘ . ‘sheet of paper.‘ However, prior to this ?nal 

, 50 ‘ lowermost"position*of the foot, it actually 
‘_ contacts with the uppermost sheet of paper 

‘ , ib‘efore‘mthe. heads H reach their lowermost 
: position, so ,that the‘ foot exerts an upward 
~ pressure-en. the lever to swing the latter for 
.a" ‘shortv distance in -a clockwise direction. 

; It is during this movement‘of thellever that 
the footQQé is moved outwardly from‘ the 

' heads and over the uppermost sheet of pa 

'00 
per, thereby loosening the latter from the 
adjacent sheetand causing it to slightly 
buckle‘ indicated in Figure 2. Consei 

.when-‘a ‘suction is created within 
_v the" heads H'fto;gr'ip- the‘ uppermost sheetv of 

65 
paper, ‘this operation will be accomplished 
.without thenext sheet adhering thereto7 (so 
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“that the lifting of a single sheet of paper 
is at all times insured. . . 
'I claim as myinvent'ion: > , a 

1. In combination, a paper feeding mecha 
nism including. a paper supporting table, 
a stationary member 
adapted to engage and disengage the paper 
supported on thetable, lifting heads carried 
‘by the movable member, a lever sustained 
for rocking movement on the movable mem 
ber, means connected to said lever and to_ 
the stationary member for'e'?’ecting move- 
ment of the lever about its own axis when. 
the movable member is moved, and a- loosen 
ing member carried by the lever and adapt 
ed to engage the paper on said table ‘during 
the movement of the movable member‘ to 
ward the paper whereby when the movable 
member is in actual engagement with the 
papergthe loosening member will be moved 
to effect the loosening of the uppermost 
sheet of paper; ‘ - 

2‘._ In combination, a paper feeding mecha 
nism for presses including va paper sheet 
supportingtable and movable lifting mem 
bers, a foot, a member supporting said foot 
andv associated with the members to be 
rocked in one direction by the engagement 
of said foot with, the paper on said table, 
such movement being in advance of the en 

a movable member - 
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gagement of the lifting members with the ' 
paper whereby )said foot is caused. to move 
parallel with the table for effecting a,‘ 
loosening of the uppermost sheet. 

3. In combination, a paper feeding mecha 100 

nism including astationary bar, a movable . 
bar, lifting‘ heads‘ carried by the movable 
bar, ‘a lever sustained for rocklng‘move-' 
:ment on the movable bar, a contractile 
spring connected to said lever ‘and to the sta 
tionary bar for effecting movement of the 

105 

lever about its own axis when the movable ' 
bar is moved, a loosening foot carried b 
“the lever, a screw adjustable to1 de?ne the 
movement of said lever in one direction, and 
a stop member associated ‘with the station 
ary bar for de?ning the movement of the 
lever in the other direction. 

' 4:. An ‘attachment of the character de 
scribed comprising a yoke, a lever pivoted 
on the yoke, .a socket receiving oneend of 
the lever,,‘a- screw extending through said 
socket and lever and adjustable therein, a 
spring support removably associated, with 
the socket, a loosening foot carried by the 
support, an extension formed ontthe lever, 
a bracket adapted to be ‘sustained inde 
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pendently of the lever, a‘ spring connecting I 
the lever with said bracket, and a stop mem 
ber mounted on the bracket and adapted to 
be en aged vby said extension. ' 

5. n combinatioma paper'feeding mecha 
nism including a stationary member, a, 
movable member.v lifting heads carried by 
the movable member, a lever sustained for 
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rocking movement on the movable member, 
resllient means connected to said lever and 

v to the stationary member for effecting move 
ment of the lever about its own axis when 
the movable member is moved, a loosening 
member carried by the lever, a member ad 
justable to de?ne the movement» of said lever 
in one direction, and a stop member asso 
ciated with the stationary member for de 
?ning the movement of the lever in the 
other direction. 

6. An attachment of the character de-‘ 
scribed, comprisingr a yoke, a lever pivoted 
on the yoke, a socket receiving one end of 
the lever, a member extending through 
said socket and lever and adjustable there 
in, a support ren'iovably associated with the 
socket, a loosening member carried by 'the 
support, an extension formed on the lever, 

a bracket adapted to be sustained independ 
ently of the lever‘, a resilient member con~ 
necting the member with said bracket, and 
a stop member mounted onthe bracket and 
‘adapted to he engaged by said extension. 

7. An attachment of the character de 
scribed. comprising a lever adapted to be 
sustained for ‘locking movement. on a mov 
able member, resilient means ‘adapted to 
effect movement of the lever upon movement 
of the movable member. a loosening foot 
carried by the lever. a member adjustable 
to de?ne the movement of the lever in one 
direction. and a stop member for defining 
the ‘movement of the lever in the other di 

rection. I 
ln testimony whereof I have signed my 

name. to this speci?cation. 
ALBERT P. HART. 
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